EXTERNAL DECK PLATE

COVER PLATE EXTERNAL

INTERNAL DECK PLATE

COVER PLATE INTERNAL

SECTION P-P

NOTES:

1. For deck E also see "DECK PLATE DETAILS No. 1" sheet for TYPE II joint.
2. Standard holes may be replaced by slotted holes see "CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE" sheet for TYPE II joint.
3. The total thickness of the deck plate with polyester concrete overlay shall match the RMREJ thickness.
4. Minimum number of spring assemblies per external module is 4.
5. For Ld, Lc and Td values see "TYPICAL CROSS SECTION" sheet for TYPE II joint.
6. For SCC placement pipe nipple holes may be needed. For shipping and installation, threaded holes are needed see "CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE" sheet for TYPE II joint.

For REDUCED PLANS EARLIER REVISION DATES DISREGARD PRINTS BEARING ORIGINAL SCALE IN INCHES.